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CHAIRMAN Dave Winterbourn
Sorry to have to report that Jim Fleming has had to retire
as Area Officer for Scotland due to a change of work
commitments. I would like to thank him for all the work he
has done for Rescue for the past few years. I wish him well
for the future.
There are still more dogs coming onto Rescue than there are
homes waiting for them, in fact even some of the younger
Dobermanns are taking months to find new homes for them,
the older ones of course are missing out and can be waiting
for new homes for six months or much, much, longer.
The Companion Dog Show held in aid of Dobermann
Rescue on the 22nd July this year was once again very well
attended. We were again blessed with lovely weather.

Welcome to the new look Lifeline
Lifeline has been reborn due to a kind donation of time and
resources, it is produced and distributed free of charge on
behalf of Dobermann Rescue Limited.
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Essex CM13 3JB

All articles are published in good faith. Neither Dobermann Rescue Limited, its Council or Editor
necessarily associate or agree with the individual opinions expressed herein.
Reproduction of any article is permitted subject to Dobermann Rescue and the author
receiving acknowledgement.

The Dobermann Club kindly let us have the use of their
Show Ground once again with all its excellent facilities for
this event so I would like to take this opportunity to express
my very grateful thanks to them and also its members who
helped on Saturday and the day of the show.
Last, but not least I would like to thank all our Area Officers,
also Lynda Tregenna with Sponsadobe and the Sales Team
Lynda Tregenna and Sue Thorpe for all the hard work and
time they put in over the year.
12 Crane Close, Somersham, Huntingdon, Cambs PE28 3YG

SECRETARY Allison Bradley

TREASURER Ann Gibbins

Well this has been my first year as secretary for
Dobermann Rescue Ltd. and the time has flown by.
It stands to reason that when there is a downturn in the
economy then its often the family pets that suffer, this is
certainly the case at the moment. Though it does amaze
me that people spend a lot of money on a puppy, together
with all the attendant preparation and excitement only to
be contacting rescue in 6-12 months wanting someone
to take it off their hands as they either can’t cope with it
because, surprise, surprise, it has grown and is now big and
lively or they can’t afford to keep it.
Our first advice is to contact the breeder to see if they can
help. How many times have I been told - ‘oh, I don’t know
who the breeder is’ or ‘oh no, it wasn’t a very nice place
that I got it from’. I wonder why on earth they did not try
to find a reputable breeder in the first place or go to an
established rescue centre.

First of all I would like to thank Martin for reinventing our
Lifeline magazine. Recently it was agreed that due
to increasing cost we were not going to continue with
the publication. So thank you Martin for your kindness
and generosity.

The majority of dogs coming in seem to be young males
and these tend to take longer to rehome.
On the bright side, the companion show held in July on
the Dobermann Club Showground was very successful and
we are grateful to the Dobermann Club for allowing
us to use the land. We were really lucky to have a beautiful
day, and everyone with their dogs seemed to really
enjoy themselves.
I would like to thank everyone who supports rescue and in
doing so help the less fortunate dobies.
65 Ashurst Road, Brighton, East Sussex BN2 4PJ
01273 684830

This year has been much the same as the last few, in so
much as too fewer homes and too many dogs needing our
help. Fortunately, we have had a fair amount of financial
support. This has been made up mainly from Sponsadobe
membership, legacies and our annual show which takes
place in July. Leading on to the show I would like to thank
Jackie Ingram and all her many helpers in particular the
Dobermannn Club members for their support on the day.
Also, a special thank you to the Dobermann Club for giving
us their excellent facilities for the day and for our AGM.
Thank you also to everyone who has given their help albeit
giving a dog a home a donation or giving bedding etc.
Thank you for all you do we could not continue without
your help.
Cranfield Kennels, Cranfield Park Road, Wickford,
Essex SS12 9LG - 01268 733 353
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Disclaimer

Many thanks to Jackie Ingram our Show Manager and all her
helpers who made the show a great success.
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1. Obedience winner,
Judge Jackie Rutter
2. Sue Thorpes
Bottle stall.
1

3. Best Novelty in show
Judge Nick Salsbury

Best Dobermann in show.
4

July 22nd 2012 was fast approaching and
nothing but rain, rain and more rain.
The country was flooded and people’s homes
destroyed. Whatever happened to those long hot
summer’s I remember so well? The world’s weather
is quite scary.

summer
showed
As the weekend came upon us the change in
weather could not have been more dramatic.
We were blessed with brilliant sunshine and
warmth, so hot we had to bring out the doggie
paddling pools . . . summer had showed.
Surely this weather was sent from all of our past
beloved Dobermanns looking down on us today,
(we all know how much a dobie loves the warmth).
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People so fed up
with the torrential
rain decided to have
a sunny day out with
their dogs and the
support was massive.
We hoped to beat last
year’s total of £2,300
and that we did; just
short of £3,000 was
raised this year.

So many people to thank, The Dobermann Club for once again
supporting rescue with the free use of its superb showground
and facilities. All the people who helped on set up day,
the rescue members, my special helpers who always step up
to the mark for me, you are lovely dear friends.
Our judges, Bill Crawley, Nick Salsbury, Terri Tousent, Jackie
Rutter, Viv Lucas and their stewards who did a first class job.
After pedigree classes were finished Mr Crawley even went
into the stocks and had soaking wet sponges thrown at him
to raise more money!
The Dobermann only classes were very well supported this
year, and some lovely quality exhibits.
Obedience classes were also well attended with a few dogs
only dropping a couple of points short of 100. Novelty classes
were packed and took us well into late afternoon, although
nobody seemed to mind the long day soaking up the lovely
atmosphere and sunshine.

3

Victoria & Greta.

Obedience winner. Judge Viv Lucas

Best puppy Dobermann in show.

Trophies were on offer donated by Mr J.M Zwan from the Neelands
Stam kennel. The special Rossettes were in keeping with this years
Queens Jubilee and the 2012 Olympics, beautiful red, white and
blue. All places up to 6th had a lovely ribbon to take home and with
classes of 30 plus dogs some difficult decisions for our judges.
The catering was fantastic as always with Rescue’s resident chef
Mr Nick Brown! Although, all of our stalls did so well, rescue stall etc,
including the raffle, a mention must go to Sue Thorpe’s bottle stall.
Are their any bottle’s left in Barnsley? Such a popular fundraiser.
Well done!
Some of you could not make it on the day, but many thanks for the
kind donations that were received in the post. To those of you who
came along and supported the show “you are the stars” and we
look forward to seeing you all again next year.

Trophies & Rosettes on offer.

Nick Brown & two Barclays Bank managers Suzann Giles and Tracy Fear

Finally a THANKYOU to our generous sponsors… Cobbydog food & Barclays Bank
The winning line up... left-right BPIS RBPIS BIS RBIS BVIS. Judge Bill Crawley

summer show

summer show

Molly & Myer taking a dip

2

4. Best handler
Judge Terri Tousent
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On behalf of Dobermann Rescue, Thank you for helping us to help them - Jackie Ingram

christmas is coming
Christmas cards for 2012. Another variation on design ideas
for this year has reared its head and especially pleasing to me
as depicting some of the Rescue babes.
The Snowman at play (A) card shows Jess, Zak and Claymore
having fun, wearing their Rescue coats. The Ella is a cracker
(B) card, speaks for itself, isn’t she just!

Ian working the stall

BERMONDSEY STREET

Holly

festival

On Saturday 22nd September, this years Bermondsey Street Festival
was run by Holly&Lil’s bespoke dog collar makers, who invited
Sponsadobe/Dobermann Rescue to be their chosen charity for 2012.
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The judge this year was TV dog trainer Robert
Alleyne from BBC’s Dog Borstal and what a show
he hosted! He awarded Best in Show to Benny the
Pomeranian/Shih Tzu cross. We’d like to thank all the
entries and our friends Elaine, Chelsea, Connor, Alex,
Mary and the team from Holly&Lil’s for an enjoyable
day for owners and dogs alike. A special mention
goes out to a now experienced dog at these events,
Holly, and new friend Augustus who has been
recently homed from Many Tears by owner Elaine.
Given his recent big move, he coped very well with
his new doggy friends.

10 cards or more add £1.50 p+p

Fancy dress!

Snowman at play

To wrap-up, the charity was donated £176
from the class entries, and we in turn wrote an
appreciative letter which is displayed in their shop.
The donation box also didn’t need much shaking
as members of the public kindly topped it up with
£35. We were widely advertised and interviewed
by the London paper groups, and also gained three
new Sponsadobe members. This is an annual
event and we hope to visit again next year to
enjoy the atmosphere without working, and enter
a Dobermann (rescue babe, of course) as smaller
breeds definitely outnumber the larger breeds
(quite right too if their accommodation only allows
small-sized canines).
Never-the-less we enjoyed all company, great and
small. We did have the pleasure of meeting with one
of the rare Beaucerons in this country, ‘Pistashio’’,
and his two owners. At just 9-months old it was
a sight to behold watching a large puppy playing
with tiny puppy Chihuahua, clearly forgetting the
difference in size!

Ella is a cracker

Without your support we couldn’t carry on making
them available for you, so a big thank you in advance.
Printed on the same quality card and kept to the 6x4
size – for both designs. Therefore, managing to keep to
the same price as last year.

Three ways to order
online via paypal at www.dobermann-rescue.co.uk/shop/store-print/
by phone Lynda Tregenna 0208 303 2664
by post Mrs V Gladwell, c/o 77 Down Hall Ley, Buntingsford, Hertfordshire SG9 9JT
Please state/include:
• Quantity & type ie. 10 x Snowman, 15 x Ella
• Name
• Address
• Telephone number
• Cheque made payable to: Dobermann Rescue (Sales) Ltd

David v Goliath (well Pistashio)

Too much for Augustus

The weather gave us an open window of brilliant sunshine all day, because on Sunday the
heavens opened. Many dog rescue charities in particular have been having a difficult time with
the financial situation in the country at present, so we were delighted to have had this
opportunity together with our own show in July which was a great success.

Lyn with Chelsea
from Holly&Lil’s

The Christmas Treat Fund

All dogs deserve a treat at xmas and our rescue dogs are no exception.
Unfortunately, it’s a busy time of year, so the funds raised enables the
kennels to buy treats in bulk so ‘more the merrier’.
Please send cheques to Lynda made out to Sponsadobe marking
‘Xmas Treat Fund’ on the back or donate via paypal on the website.

christmas is coming

bermondsey street festival

The whole day was packed with fun for everyone
to enjoy, showcasing traditions such as maypole
dancing and a tug of war with teams from the local
public houses, battling it out with a team from the
Met. Police. In the end it was the Police who reigned
supreme, and stood on an Olympic style podium to
receive their gold medals. There was also a church
choir, fashion shows by Zandra Rhodes amongst
other designers and, of course, the highlight of the
day which was the dog show.

only 70p each
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like us follow us add to favourites

new www.dobermann-rescue.co.uk
Rescue welcomes its new website.
The easiest way to keep in touch
between Lifelines. Go and give it a hit!

facebook.com/dobermannrescueltd

twitter.com/dobeyrescue


Event Calendar

Home | The Breed | Sponsadobe | Rehoming | Dobes Blog | Shop | Events | Help Us | Contact Us

Business Opportunities






Peruse and
Purchase
Subscribe & Donate
Download Lifeline



All you need to know
A special thank you to Steve Sant and Ian for all their hard work.
ian@dobermann-rescue.co.uk

www.dobermann-rescue.co.uk
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Keeping in touch



www.dobermann-rescue.co.uk



Practical Advice

thedogsblogs
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My Romeo was a lovely kind and a very loyal friend.
He was a very gentle Dobermann. I felt safe when he was
around he would always bark and run around when he
heard a noise and I knew if we had visitors he was always
so excited and very welcoming.

I thought you might like this photo of Millie. Since the last
newsletter in which you printed our little story I have sad
news. My lovely girl has had two strokes and I do not know
how long she will be with us. This photo was taken by my
dog walker and presented to me as a framed portrait. It was
taken in our garden sadly that is as far as she is able to walk
nowadays. Millie has the most loving nature of all our dogs,
she makes friends everywhere, nice for me as they become
my friends too.

snippets

Must tell you a funny story. When I came home from hospital
they made me wear a panic button as I live alone.
I laughed, I said supposing I fall down outside and they
come to my rescue and find me attached to a Dobermann!

My Romeo would follow me around the house and always
looked interested when I would talk to him, which was a
lot. I keep going to talk to him but he is not here anymore,
he is missed so very much.

My daughter Danae would say “he’s my Romero” she loved
to have him sleep in her bedroom at night, she felt safe
when he was there. She was scared to go downstairs at
night on her own she would say “come on Romero” and
he would go downstairs with her.
She still keeps on wanting to do that now. But he’s not
here anymore. We are all missing him so much.

Zakane with his Handsomest Dog
prize and wearing his Union flag
bandana for Jubilee weekend.
As you can see, it was another wet
afternoon! Pity the rain outlasted
the chewstick!

My son Hadley would shout “he’s my Romeo”. He was
simply his best friend and playmate. Wherever Romeo
was there was my son. They loved each other so much.
Dobermanns are such an awesome breed of dog and
we think Romeo was the best!!
Romeo 4th Feb 2004 – 28th March 2012
Written by Teresa

Our past chairman Rex Hodge’s
grandson won gold in the 4-man
uncoxed rowing - Andrew ‘triggs’
Hodge flying the flag for Team GB.

snippets

Always type two nn’s when looking
for dobes on the net unless you
want flooring!
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Special thank you to Jean Barford
from Worcestershire who has kindly
donated many pictures of Dobermanns
for us to sell and raise funds.

millie

the marvel
Rescue Dobermann

Then very early one morning, I was woken up by a lot of
talking and noise, I thought surely I didn’t leave the TV on?
Or something is going on in the street? The row came nearer
there was a shout ”Police, can we come In?” knocking on the
door. I thought maybe its a fire, a burglary,.....then ”its all right
the ambulance is at the door!“ Then I got up quickly and found
half Herts police force in the corridor! I must have pressed the
button in my sleep! We all went into the next room about five
of them, all huge people all rigged up in black like on the telly.
Suddenly, there was a scuffle in the corridor, and Millie who
had been sleeping beside my bed, appeared ready to set about
them. The women officers all fell for her, it was ‘isn’t she
sweet’, pats and strokes....I was too slow, I wish I ‘d asked one
of them to carry her into the garden for me !
All the best, love from Maggie and Millie

Dobermann puppy spots drowning man, saves his life

By Nadine Bells | Good News – 06/11
Richard Absalom was walking his 14-week-old Dobermann on the beach in Mumbles, U.K., when the dog started barking
at the edge of the water. “Wilson does not like the sea but he ran to the water’s edge,” Absalom told BBC News. “He never
normally goes in the sea but his paws were in the water.” The puppy was agitated by a man caught in a current and silently
signalling for help. The swimmer couldn’t yell over the choppy waters pouring into his mouth.
Absalom ran to the nearby lifeboat station where he’d been a volunteer for five years. There, he found two colleagues to help.
“We launched the boat and by the time we got to him he was exhausted, clinging on to a rocky outcrop on the island,”
Absalom said. “We got him on board and took him back to the beach.”
The swimmer was repeatedly expressing his gratitude to the men who saved his life.
“It’s not every day we act on information from a pet, but we’re looking forward to welcoming Wilson to the Mumbles lifeboat
family as he is showing plenty of potential!” lifeboat operations manager Tim Conway told the South Wales Evening Post.

dopey dobey
Please send your dopey dobey pics for our
Spring 2013 Lifeline ‘caption competition’.
Just email your picture and a caption to
lyn@dobermann-rescue.co.uk, the funniest
entries will be published in our next issue.

snippets

Romeo RomeRo . . .

My Romeo was so clever, smart and he knew how to
talk to us. When he couldn’t reach a bone or toy that
he wanted he would bark once, look at me and then
at whatever item he wanted.
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SALES to the RESCUE

available merchandise. Eventually we
hope to be able to take orders online,
but for the time being, please view
the products, contact Lynda via email
or phone, and list the product codes/
descriptions/quantities of what you
would like, and we will get back to you
with availabilities.
Thank you for your support!
Lynda Tregenna 0208 303 2664
lyn@dobermann-rescue.co.uk
Sue Thorpe 01226 286 741

www.dobermann-rescue.co.uk/shop

Treat someone this xmas! even yourself!

NOW in Stock 2013 Calendars order now for xmas . . .

sales to the rescue
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Here’s just a small glimpse of our

bodywarmers bait bags
mugs tablemats postcards
keyrings magnets books
posters t-shirts stickers
mousemats fleeces polo
shirts pens gift cards and
now calendars
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The SponsaDobe Membership Form
I would like to join the club and look forward to receiving my Newsletter, Rescue Car
Sticker & Certiﬁcate of Membership. I enclose my ﬁrst annual subscription of :
Geordie

Baron

Niblow

Alfie & Lucy

Mae (see newsletter)

•
•
•
•

Certificate of Membership
Car sticker/badge
Exclusive twice yearly Sponsadobe Newsletter
Lifeline Magazine

All the money donated to Sponsadobe goes to all the
Dobes in our care at any one time.

www.dobermann-rescue.co.uk/sponsadobe

Our history

Helping unhomable Dobes

Sponsadobe started life in 1988, and was the brainchild of
Connie Wilton – since then names such as Connies husband
Alf (now both sadly deceased), Yvonne Archer, Peter &
Audrey Kelly (1993-2003), Elaine and Albie have all played
their part in keeping Sponsadobe running.
The baton was then handed over to Lynda Tregenna, who
is also responsible for our merchandising at the beginning
of 2004.

Those which are on Sponsadobe had been considered
not suitable for rehoming and are there for many reasons.
These include, Dobes used purely as guard dogs, Dobes
with health issues often caused by neglect or mis-treated
and thereafter the owners had decided to discard them
(sometimes in appalling conditions and locations).
Other reasons are aggression (can you wonder why),
and unbelievably because the dog has become an
old aged pensioner!

Purpose
To raise funds to provide sanctuary and accommodation,
giving a more favourable quality of life in one of our
kennels for dogs which unfortunately cannot be rehomed.
Having said that, there have been just a few cases in this
time span when an exception to that rule has been applied,
but only when careful appraisal and proper attention was
paid to their needs, and under experienced handling has a
home been successfully granted.

sponsadobe

Saxon
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Kaiser

Light at the end of the tunnel
The Dobes quickly settle as they become aware that they
are safe and free from whatever unpleasant experience
they had endured. They also enjoy having a routine to their
day to day lives. Once familiar to them they become happy
and content with the kennel environment. It never ceases
to amaze how they soon build up a rapor with the kennel
staff and dog walkers, a true joy to witness.
Jay

Hogan

Tyson

subscribe renew donate today

Membership benefits

£

made payable to SPONSADOBE (minimum subscription £8.00).

Name (Mr / Mrs / Miss / Ms) !...................................................................................................
Address !..................................................................................................................................
!...................................................................................................... Post Code !.......................
Tel No. ................................ Signed !............................................ Date !................................
If you prefer to make regular donations to SponsaDobe from your bank, then please
complete the following mandate, which we will send to your bank on your behalf. You will
be able to cancel this at any time in the future. (Please contact your bank to do this)

Bank Standing Order Mandate
To !................................................................................................. (Bank or building Society)
Address !..................................................................................................................................
!................................................................................................................................................
Please pay to account of SPONSADOBE at Lloyds T.S.B. Bank, 24 Lloyds Avenue,
Ipswich, IP1 1AQ, the sum of £ ________ and continue to pay this sum on the anniversary
thereof in every succeeding Month / Year (delete as appropriate) until further notice

Commencing on Date !............................................................................................................
Account Name !.......................................................................................................................
Account No !......................................................... Sort Code !.................................................
Account Holderʼs Address (if different from above) !................................................................
!............................................................................ Post Code !.................................................
Signed !................................................................ Date !..........................................................
This order supersedes any previous instruction requesting payment to SPONSADOBE.
Please
send this
formofto:
Please forward
a copy
this form to :
Lynda Tregenna, 49 Totnes Road, Welling, Kent. DA16 1BU.

Sales would be grateful for:

Help us to Help them!

• Wrapping paper
• Parcel tape
• Sticky labels
• Used stamps (Gill Westwood)
• Bedding (Cranfield Kennels)
Collection Boxes are still available from
Dave Winterbourn, please ring or write.

Lifeline
Spring 2013 content needed by March! lyn@dobermann-rescue.co.uk

contacts

We have two main kennels – all enquiries
regarding cash, material donations, or adopting
Dobes can be made to one of our main kennels,
or one of our area officers.
If you have a Dobermann and need to give it up
for adoption then contact our main kennels only,
below, by phone.
Hilbrae Kennels
Cold Hatton
Telford
Shropshire
TF6 6QJ
Val Griffiths 01952 409474
Cranfield Kennels
Cranfield Park Rd
Wickford
Essex
SS12 9LG
Mr & Mrs Gibbins 01268 733353

If you cannot get in touch with our main kennels,
then please try one of our Area Officers:
Manchester Judith Balshaw
01617 635423
judith@dobermann-rescue.co.uk
Shropshire & West Midlands Mrs. Val Griffiths
01952 409474
Suffolk Helen Townsend
01473 832301
helen@dobermann-rescue.co.uk
Brighton Allison Bradley
01273 684830
allison@dobermann-rescue.co.uk
Essex Mrs. Ann Gibbins
01268 733353
Sponsadobe and Sales
Lynda Tregenna
0208 3032664
lyn@dobermann-rescue.co.uk
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